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Granuloma Annulare (GA) is a chronic granulomatous disorder
of unknown etiology. Local forms of GA tend to occur on sunexposed extremities, and variants of GA induced by sun exposure or
localized to sun-damaged skin have been described [1-4]. Similarly,
disseminated forms of GA that relapse following sun exposure are
known, although drug induced variants including vaccinal and
interstitial GA have been described [4]. Actinic granuloma of O’Brien,
which is closely related to GA and considered to be a form of GA by
some experts, also occurs exclusively on sun-damaged skin [5].
In order to determine if there is a seasonal pattern to GA
appearance, a retrospective analysis of histopathological and clinical
reports was done at the Ackerman Academy of Dermatopathology.
Using the computer database, we included 753 total cases diagnosed
at the Ackerman Academy from 2008-2011. Specimens were obtained
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Figure 1: Average percentage of cases of granuloma annulare diagnosed by
month during the period 2008 – 2011.
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from 574 females and 179 males with an average age 53.7±16.7 years.
A total of 500,432 cases were signed out during the study period. The
percentage of GA cases diagnosed in every month was calculated by
taking into account the number of diagnosed cases during that month
to exclude variation of specimen number throughout the year.
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Figure 2: Percentage of cases of granuloma annulare diagnosed by month
each year during the period 2008 – 2011.

The number and percentage of biopsies of GA diagnosed in
summer calendar months were statistically higher compared to
those diagnosed during winter calendar months (221 and 142 cases
respectively; p=0.01 – Fisher exact test, Statistica 10®, Tulsa, OK). The
average number and percentage of GA cases per month increased
from March to September, with peaks seen in August and September.
Subsequently, a steady decline in the number of GA biopsies was seen
as winter progressed, with February having the fewest number of GA
cases (Figure 1). When the cases were divided by year, peak incidence
of GA was seen in August or September, although a steady increase
throughout the summer months were not always seen (Figure 2).
While the date of the biopsy does not always correspond to the
onset of the condition, patients are often prompted to seek treatment
because of the appearance of new lesions or during exacerbations.
Our data suggests that the incidence of GA is increased in the late
summer and early falls months, but the data is limited since we are
unable to pinpoint the primary onset of disease and or time of flare.
Additionally, more people may seek treatment for a cosmetically
troubling disease during warmer months because of increased
opportunities for outdoor activity and ultraviolet sunlight exposure.
There is some evidence to support phototherapy including
psoralen and ultraviolet A (PUVA) in the treatment of GA, with
clearance or good improvement of generalized GA in 66% of cases
[6]. However, prolonged remission occurred in less than a third
of patients, which further obscures the pathogenicity of GA [6].
Consequently, we posit that one of the possible mechanisms of
pathogenicity in sun-induced GA is an antigenic change to collagen
or elastic fibers prompting phagocytosis. Numerous factors, including
sun exposure in GA, may play a role in this phenomenon and should
be further investigated.
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